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Show Information

Global industrial development has entered the 4.0 era, a trend of rapid development. Intelligent industrial market in China, large equipment manufacturing, metallurgy industry, petroleum chemical industry, automobile, such as national key, in the industrial upgrading, urgently needs to be intelligent, industrial automation, etc. New technology applied to production. "Intelligent manufacturing technology development" twelfth five-year "special plan" in the clear: to develop the intelligent manufacturing, on the basis of the information and automation, incorporate the expert knowledge in manufacturing process in order to realize the intelligent design process, manufacturing process, intelligent and intelligent manufacturing equipment, realize the anthropomorphous manufacturing. China's industrial market sales have accounted for one 5 of the global total, become the world's largest industrial countries, intelligence and automation market development "smart industry" in China is facing an unprecedented development opportunities and more than half of the companies are the focus of the industry it is necessary to reform the degree of automation, it is a rare opportunity for industrial automation manufacturers, leading enterprise will be more and more industrial automation market in China as a key development target. In order to promote China's industrial intelligent and automated processes, comply with the demand of the market, "the 12th Beijing international industrial automation exhibition" (2016) in 2016 in Beijing on June 20 to 22. China international exhibition center (San yuan qiao pavilion).

AIAE in industrial production, the process of energy as a platform, using the comprehensive mechanical transmission technology, electrical machinery technology,
microelectronics technology, computer technology, machine vision technology, process control technology to build efficient automated production systems, improve industrial production management, safety, quality, efficiency, and realize the intelligent, digital, information production environment. "AIAE Beijing" stick to the topic purpose remains unchanged, continuous innovation of the basic content for enterprises, research institutions, academic groups, investment and financing institutions to construct platform for international exchanges and cooperation. Will take a BBS, academic exchange with the industry, product type, exhibition, trade talks, a combination of forms such as procurement, fully embodies the authority and effectiveness of the exhibition.

"The 12th Beijing international industrial automation exhibition in 2016" by Beijing, China mechanical engineering society, China mechanical and electrical products distribution association, Beijing jointly organized by the China trade union exhibition co., LTD., is known as the no.1 industrial automation in northern China, is the most effective domestic automation industry procurement platform, successive show there are many well-known enterprises from home and abroad. Will have come from 32 countries and regions in the world nearly 450 companies and from machinery manufacturing, electrical, electrical, automotive, IT and electronics, aerospace, food and beverage, rail transportation, chemical industry, new energy, light industrial machinery and so on more than 61037 professional audience, and academic conference held in conference events, technology exchange meeting, product launches and technical BBS. Expo exhibitors will benefit from the world's latest technology, highly commercial value of customer groups and face-to-face communication and exchanges, welcome to manufacturers, distributors, scientific research institutions, the masses of users to participate "The 12th Beijing international industrial automation exhibition in 2016"!

Exhibits

1. INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION (Production and Process Automation)
   1.1 Assembly & handling systems, Linear positioning systems
   1.2 Control systems, PCL, SCADA
1.3 Industrial PCs
1.4 Embedded systems
1.5 Industrial automatic data capturing and identification systems
1.6 Automation services
1.7 Industrial image processing systems
1.8 Sensors and actuators
1.9 Communication, networks and field bus systems
1.10 Measuring and test systems
1.11 Laser technology
1.12 Compressed air generation and application

2. ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
2.1 Transformers, accumulators and uninterruptible
2.2 power supplies
2.3 Gears, mechanical drive systems
2.4 Electric switchgear and equipment for electrical
2.5 control systems
2.6 Electric and electronic test and measuring equipment
2.7 Electric motors & frequency inverters, motor drives
2.8 Cables & cabling accessories
2.9 Electronic and opto-electronic components

3. ROBOTICS
3.1 Industrial robots
3.2 Robot simulation & vision system
3.3 Service robots
3.4 Machinery, appliances & components for robotics

4. INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION IT & SOFTWARE
4.1 Manufacturing software
4.2 Basic systems and development tools for industry
4.3 Internet, Intranet, Extranet solutions
4.4 IT hardware for industry
4.5 Production software
4.6 Services: Professional showcase services to maximize products exposure